This note extends the construction of the design matrix used for estimating cell probabilities with ignorable missing data described by Lipsitz et al. (1998) . A reformulation for the general case of an n-way table is described, and implemented in a SAS macro program. The macro constructs this design matrix and offset variable, estimates the cell probabilities, and returns a table with the estimates, their standard errors, and fitted cell frequencies.
Introduction
describe a simple method for obtaining estimates of cell frequencies in a two-way contingency table with ignorable missing data (missing completely at random, or missing at random) on the row and column variables. They show that the cell probabilities may be estimated as a Poisson generalized linear model (GLM), with a structured design matrix and an offset containing various marginal totals. This approach may be carried out using standard statistical software for GLMs, such as PROC GENMOD in SAS, or glm in S-Plus, rather than requiring special purpose software (e.g., Duffy (1994) , Espeland and Odoroff (1985) , Vermunt (1997) ).
The use of standard software relies on an equivalence between the multinomial, missing data likelihood and the Poisson likelihood of a GLM using a specially constructed design matrix, an offset variable, and identity link. Although the construction of these model matrices is conceptually simple, carrying out the construction is tedious and error-prone, particularly for larger tables than the 2 2 and 3 3 examples presented by LPM 1 . It would be useful, therefore, to have software to perform this construction automatically. Moreover, while LPM illustrate how their method can be extended to multiway tables with a 2 2 2 example, they do not present the extension in general terms.
Here, we present a general representation for the structure of the required design matrix for maximum likelihood estimation of cell probabilities in multiway tables with ignorable missing data. This representation allows the construction for the general case to be programmed in SAS/IML (or any other matrix language). We describe a general-purpose SAS macro program, MISSRC, which takes only the contingency table as input, constructs the design matrix and offset variable, and estimates the cell probabilities using PROC GENMOD; it returns an output table with the estimates, their standard errors, and fitted cell frequencies. Similar programming could be used with other statistical packages capable of matrix operations. 
Notation
For brevity, we introduce only the minimum context and notation (telegraphically, and slightly modified) from LPM to proceed to a general reformulation for the n-way case. We use 1 : t as shorthand for the sequence 1; 2; : : : ; t , and z 1 : z t for z 1 ; z 2 ; : : : ; z t . Let Y i1 : Y in refer to n discrete variables observed on subject i; i = 1 : N , where the j-th variable, Y ij , can take on values 1 : J j , or be missing, which we represent by the value J j = 0 . Indicator variables, R i1 : R in , are defined as R ij Y ij 0, so that R ij = 1 if Y ij is observed and is 0 if Y ij is missing. In the absence of missing data, the contingency table would be an array of dimension J 1 J 2 J n . Allowing missing data on all variables data, the contingency table is of size J 1 + 1 J 2 + 1 J n + 1 , except that the cell where all variables are missing cannot occur, because such subjects would not be observed at all in the study.
In application, the data is summarized by its contingency table, shown using LPM's notation for the 3 3 case in Table 1 , where the counts of the complete cases are denoted u j k , the counts of cases observed only on Y 1 are denoted w j+ , and the counts of cases observed only on Y 2 are denoted z +k .
For a two-way table, let p = fp j k g be the J 1 J 2 , 1 1 vector of non-redundant multinomial cell probabilities (excluding p J 1 J 2 ), and let u = fu j k g be a J 1 J 2 1 vector of non-missing counts. Similarly, let w = fw j+ g and z = fz +k g be the 
where X is the specially constructed design matrix and is an offset containing the totals u ++ ; w ++ ; z ++ , required to impose the multinomial restrictions on the estimated cell probabilities. In their Appendix, LPM give, for two-way tables, the general form of the terms in (1) in partitioned form, with explicit formulas for the submatrices shown below,
Those expressions, however, do not shed any light on the structure of the problem, nor do they permit easy generalization to three-way and larger tables. We show below that the structure of X and may be derived by analogy with design matrices for factorial linear models. given explicitly, as shown in Table 2 . For an n-way table there are 2 n , 1 distinct types of counts, corresponding to the the possible patterns of the missingness indicators R 1 R 2 R n . If all n table variables are observed for a subject, then all R j = 1. We write the counts for the subjects observed on all n variables as the J 1 J 2 J n 1 vector f 111 , with elements corresponding to the usual contingency table (with no missing data) for Y 1 ; Y 2 ; : : : ; Y n . For the 3 3 example shown in Table   2 , f 11 = u 11 ; u 12 ; u 13 ; u 21 ; u 22 ; u 23 ; u 31 ; u 32 ; u 33 0 : In general, we can write the counts associated with pattern r 1 r 2 r n as f r 1 r 2 rn , where, if R j = 0 , we replace the subscript for Y j in the counts with a '+'. For example, if J 1 = J 2 = 3 and R 2 = 0 , then f 10 = w 1+ ; w 2+ ; w 3+ 0 :
For computational purposes, the 2 n , 1 types of counts may be indexed by the decimal equivalent of r 1 r 2 r n ; for example, typef 11 = 3 .
These types have an obvious analogous relation to the terms in a complete factorial design with no intercept whose model formula (in glm notation) is: where terms with one subscript represent variables observed only once, and correspond to main efects in a factorial design, terms with two subscripts represent non-missing on two variables, and correspond to two-way terms in a factorial design, and so forth, up to the last term which represents the totally complete cases, and is analogous to the n-way interaction in the factorial design. As shown in the Appendix, in the general case, we can write the (less-than-full-rank) model for
Ef r 1 r 2 rn as Ef r 1 r 2 rn = X r 1 r 2 rn p ; where X r 1 r 2 rn = A 1 A 2 A n ; An equivalent full-rank model is obtained by substituting for the identity matrix any choice of contrast matrix C, such that C 0 1 = 0; but the parameter estimates depend on that choice. In the incomplete contingency table problem, LPM construct the design matrix so that the model (1) will have a Poisson likelihood equivalent to the multinomial likelihood. To achieve this, they force the total of the expected counts under the model in each block to equal the corresponding total of the observed counts, g r 1 :rn P r j =1 f r 1 r 2 rn , in that block, for which a necessary condition is p +++ = 1 .
For each block, let X , r 1 :rn denote X r 1 r 2 rn dropping the last row and column (removing p J 1 :Jn from the parameter vector p), and add an equation to equate the expected total count in that block to the observed total. The final model, equivalent to (1), may be expressed in terms of a block for each type of the form Ef r 1 r 2 rn = g r 1 :rn " X , 
The MISSRC Macro
The above scheme for generating the design matrix and offset vector is easily programmed in any matrix-oriented language. The SAS/IML product is a fully programmable matrix language, which, combined with the SAS macro facility, allows flexible, general procedures to be written. The MISSRC macro takes as input a multiway contingency table in the profile form of Table 2 (only the Y and count variables are required). From this, it constructs the design matrix and offset variable, estimates the cell probabilities using PROC GENMOD, and returns a table with the estimates, their standard errors, and fitted cell frequencies. The program documentation and source code is available at the web address http://www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/sasmac/missrc.html. Two examples illustrate its use.
Example 1
Consider the 2 2 example from Little and Rubin (1987, p. 183) 
%missrc(data=little, var=R C);
The macro call creates the DESIGN data set containing the design matrix, offset and frequency variables, as follows. Parameter names are constructed automatically from the levels of R and C. The following output data set is produced after the model (1) is fit using PROC GENMOD. Variable P is the observed cell probability for the complete-case data, ESTIMATE is the MLE,p j k , and FITTED is the estimated cell frequency. The *-ed parameter is found asp J K = 1 , P j k 6 =J Kpj k . Its standard error is found as f1 0 b
where b
V is the estimated variance-covariance matrix of the non-redundant parameters.
Example 2
The three-way data used by LPM (Table 6 ) concern a longitudinal study of coronary risk factors in 4,858 school children, in which the binary response, obesity, was assessed in three years. As LPM note, the cases with complete data comprise only 1,770 (36.3%) of the sample, so the gain in estimation of the joint probabilities using the partial cases may be considerable. The output from MISSRC includes the PROC GENMOD results and other information not shown here. The final table of parameter estimates is shown below. We see that there were 169 children in the complete-data sample who were assessed as obese on all three occasions, likely the group of highest risk. The estimate for the total sample is over 3 times as great. This gives the output below. Comparing the standard errors of p 111 , we see that the relative efficiency of the missing data approach is 126% compared to the restricted complete-case sample. This is equivalent to the gain of an additional 460 subjects for the estimation of this probability. where, in the last line the subscripts are symbolic basis indicators, with 1 and 0 representing the presence and absence, respectively, of the corresponding factor in each effect. The present problem is analogous to the transpose of this situation, where the rows of the design matrix reflect the factorial structure of missing and non-missing observations on Y 1 ; : : : ; Y n , which play the role of "factors". For example, in a 3-way table the design matrix, ignoring estimability constraints for the moment, arises from vertically stacking the design blocks corresponding to the 7 combinations of missing/non-missing on Y 1 ; Y 2 ; Y 3 X = X 111 = X 110 = X 101 = X 100 = X 011 = X 010 = X 001 :
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In the general case, this gives a model Ef = Xp, where each block in X is a matrix of Q n j=1 J j columns of the form X r1r2rn = A 1 A 2 A n ; 
